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Editor in Chief ® Level 2 Content

Read the passage and correct the content errors.  There are no errors in the picture or caption.

2.  Time for Fun 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9    
Content

We expect to see all the shows at 
Fun Park, Idaho, and are using the 
schedule to organize our time.

Optional:  Use another piece of paper to rewrite the passage without errors.

 We plan to see all the shows while we are at Fun Park, Iowa.  We notice on the schedule 

that the wild animal show will take place at 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.  The Bird Show is in the 

large arena next to the Wild West Stunt Show and will be presented at 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 

p.m.  We really want to see the Wild West Stunt Show on the other side of the park.  We can 

see the animal show at 12:00 p.m. in the small arena if we go to the bird show at 10:00 a.m.  

Then we can take a break for lunch and go to the stunt show at 2:00 p.m. on the small arena.  

Or, in the morning we can see the stunt show first, the Bird Show next, and the animal show 

in the afternoon.  Anyway, we will have seen them all by the day’s end. 
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Editor in Chief ® Level 2 Review
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 Review
Lessons 1–6    

Read the passage and correct the errors.  There are no errors in the picture or caption.

31.  The Planetarium                 

 Next week our class is going over a trip to the 

planetarium.  We’ll be leaving at 830 on Fri morning.  I’ve 

only been there once before, so needless to say, I’m real 

looking forward to going back there.  You can expect light-

years of travel during you’re visit to a planetarium.  Special 

lights that are shon on the flat ceiling of the planetarium 

simulate the movements of the Stars.  Music and narration 

help set the mood.  You can enjoy a view behind the present 

night sky or you can see how an stars will appear in the 

future.  On my first planetarium trip, i saw the summer sky 

and many other scenes.  My favorite scene was this view 

from the earth’s surface.  I felt as though I was sitting on the 

Moon’s cratered surface.

1   2              Preposition 
1   2           Content
1   2   3      Capitalization
1   2        Punctuation
1   2                  Spelling
1                       Article
1                       Adverb 
1                       Conjunction

In the planetarium, lights are shone 
on the curved ceiling to simulate 
stars and planets that may be light-
years away.  The author’s favorite 
scene is shown above, where the 
spectators feel as if they are sitting 
on the moon’s cratered surface.

Optional:  Use another piece of paper to rewrite the passage without errors.
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Editor in Chief ® Level 2 Answers

12.  good – Adjective:  Use an adjective to 
describe what kind of question.

13.   you – Spelling:  (homophone) you refers to 
people; ewe means a female sheep

  
     
31.  The Planetarium (p. 56) 
 Next week our class is going on1 a trip to 
the planetarium.  We’ll be leaving at 8:302 on 
Fri.3 morning.  I’ve only been there once before, 
so needless to say, I’m really4 looking forward 
to going back there.  You can expect light-years 
of travel during your5 visit to a planetarium.  
Special lights that are shone6 on the curved7 
ceiling of the planetarium simulate the 
movements of the stars8.  Music and narration 
help set the mood.  You can enjoy a view of9 the 
present night sky,10 or you can see how the11 
stars will appear in the future.  On my first 
planetarium trip, I12 saw the summer sky and 
many other scenes.  My favorite scene was this 
view from the moon’s13 surface.  I felt as though 
I was sitting on the moon’s14 cratered surface.

1.   on – Preposition:  Use on so the sentence 
makes sense.

2.   8:30 – Punctuation:  Use a colon to separate 
hours and minutes.

3.   Fri. – Punctuation:  Use a period at the end 
of an abbreviation.

4.   really – Adverb:  Use an adverb to describe 
to what extent something happens.

5.   your – Spelling:  (homophone) your means 
belonging to you; you’re is the contraction for 
“you are” 

6.   shone – Spelling:  When the letter “e” is at 
the end of a word, it’s usually silent.  

7.   curved – Content:  See picture and caption.
8.   stars – Capitalization:  Capitalize only proper 

nouns.
9.  of – Preposition:  Use of so the sentence 

makes sense.
10.   sky, or – Conjunction:  When a coordinating 

conjunction joins two independent clauses, 
or main clauses, it should be preceded by 
comma unless the independent clauses are 
short and closely related.

11.  the – Article:  Use the when referring to 
something in particular.

12.  I – Capitalization:  Capitalize the pronoun I.

 13.  moon’s – Content:  See picture and caption.  
(Earth appears in the background, so you 
cannot be viewing from Earth; also, the 
caption states the spectators feel as if they 
are sitting on the moon’s cratered surface.) 
(Acceptable:  view of Earth’s surface OR 
view of Earth)

14.   moon’s – Capitalization:   Capitalize only 
proper nouns.  

32.  Plane Scary (p. 57) 
 The Barnstormers Air Show at Blue Skies 
Airport was heavily1 clouded with smoke on 
Sunday2 after Jan Fay’s biplane3 burst into 
flames.  As Fay fell toward the ground,4 a fully 
opened parachute appeared over her head.  
 “The Federal5 Aviation Administration 
and the airport manager are reviewing the 
case,” said Investigator6 Lin.  “The fact that 
we can’t7 prevent air show8 disasters is most9 
unfortunate.”10  Jan Fay has flown for years, 
but11 piloting no12 longer interests her as much 
as constructing model airplanes.  Next June,13 
she will begin her new hobby in earnest.

1.   heavily – Adverb:  Use an adverb to describe 
to what extent something happens.

2.   Sunday – Content:  See picture and caption.
3.   biplane – Content:  See picture and caption.  
4.   ground, – Punctuation:  Use a comma to 

set off an introductory phrase or dependent 
clause. 

5.   Federal – Capitalization:  Capitalize federal 
or state when used as part of an official 
agency name where these terms represent 
an official name.  

6.   Investigator – Capitalization:  Capitalize a  
person’s title.

7.   can’t – Punctuation:  Use an apostrophe in 
contractions (cannot) to show where letters 
have been left out.  

8.   show – Spelling:  The consonant digraph “sh” 
represents the consonant sound /sh/.  

9.   most – Adjective:  Use a superlative irregular 
adjective to compare three or more things.

10.   unfortunate.” – Punctuation:  Use quotation 
marks at the end of a direct quote.

11.   but – Conjunction:  Use a coordinating 
conjunction to join two simple sentences.
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